
 

Mar 15  

Goodradigbee  

Outing 
Five CAA members enjoyed a glorious weekend 

chasing the “Mountain Trout” on the Goodradigbee 

River in the Brindabella Valley over the weekend of  

6-9 Mar 15 

The weekend was attended by Bill B, Jason M, Lyall, Alan S and Greg W,  A successful week-

end was had by all and the number of the trout caught was small, the peace, tranquillity and 

fishing in a mountain stream was worth the trip.  My thanks to all who attended! 



A couple of humorous chap’s—Lyall, Bill B.   

Bill trying to get a point across, but Lyall 

knows best 

Lyall, found that solitary fishing on quiet river 

most enjoyable 

Meals to the hungry courtesy of Jason M! 



Find for the trip was MKR aka Jason M, 

with Bill B taking some pointers. 

Deep in thought—Alan’s where’s my next 

trout! 



Bill B—humorous jokes were the go and kept 

the lads entertained, with stretching the truth 

on a couple of occasions with the size of fish! 

The river is currently low, but soon will be 

up due to the Winter season coming on.  

The team ventured up into the upper reaches 

of the Goodradigbee, and the going was 

tough. 



  The hut provided a pleasant place to eat 

and with Bill B sometimes sleep! 

MKR aka Jason M showing he has more 

talents than fishing. 

Cooking once again, MKR Jason M into action and taking charge of the Cook-

ing.   The lads were spoilt with Roast Dinners, Entrée and who could forget the 

Sweets!  Well done Jason M. 



Bill B displaying his skills with the Rod with a nice Rainbow on the hook! 

Lyall, where to next! 



Jason M proving that its not all about the big fish.  The Goodradigbee is well known for its small but 

healthy trout. 

A nice coloured brownie for Jason M. 



Bill B showing its not all about the talk.  A healthy Rainbow! 

Greg W and Bill B—on a river somewhere! 


